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The voluntary Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 
Cybersecurity was developed through a collaborative process by 

industry, academia, and government stakeholders. It enables 
organizations – regardless of size, sector, degree of cybersecurity risk, 

or cybersecurity sophistication – to apply the principles and best 
practices of risk management to improve security and resilience. NIST 

does not validate or endorse any individual organization or its 
approach to using the Cybersecurity Framework. 
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Contact Information & Resources

NIST Cybersecurity Framework Website:    
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework 

NIST Contact: cyberframework@nist.gov
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	Describe the results and benefits to your organization: [Please describe any benefits, anecdotes, a new achievement, or lessons learned.  As examples, what were the specific benefits realized using the Framework, how are non-cyber focused business units making changes, is the organization working with other supply chain partners more closely to protect cybersecurity interests, what cost-benefits were achieved through Framework adoption, or how has the business mitigated risks to its mission?  These anecdotes can be positive or negative, including issues encountered or resolved during launch.]
	[Please provide an organizational image or graphic: 
	]: 

	Provide organizational contact info: [Please provide your organizational website, point of contact, and an email address.]
	Organization's Logo: 
	Email NIST: 
	Organization Name: [Organization Name]
	Situation: [Please describe your cybersecurity situation, prior to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.  Think of an issue the Framework helped you to solve, difficulties that different business units encountered prior to the Framework, the state of cybersecurity awareness across the organization, the need for self-assessment, international or regulatory drivers, strengthening national  infrastructure, or why this Framework.]
	Provide an image of your organization or the individual providing the quote: 
	Provide a quote about using the NIST Cybersecurity Framework from a senior individual at your organization: [Please provide a quote about your organization's implementation of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework from a senior level person.  -Individual's Name]
	Organizational_Profile: [Please describe the basics of your organization, such as size, sector, location, customers, role in supply chain, historical cybersecurity challenges, a new need to improve cybersecurity across the organization, or any descriptors not listed here that might help our audience to understand your organization.] 
	Process_Cont'd: 
	Process: [Please describe the NIST Cybersecurity Framework process within your organization.  Think of anecdotes or steps that helped your organization to use the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, the efforts of those who were championing the Framework, the creation of a risk management program, assessing the organization's posture, addressing leadership concerns, the process involved to roll-out the Framework, collaboration between disparate areas of the business, the achievements of the business unit that rolled out the Framework, or which of the various elements in the Framework were most helpful for your organization.]
	Process_Continued: [Please continue to discuss the process at your organization that led to adopting the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. This section could also include how your organization has come together under the Framework, or how leadership has come to realize the important role that cybersecurity now plays in your organization, as a result of the Framework's adoption.]
	Finish describing your organization's results/benefits: [Please continue describing the benefits that your organization has realized as a result of the Framework roll-out.]
	Use this section to finish describing the process: [Please finish describing the NIST Cybersecurity Framework adoption process at your organization.]


